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ABSTRACT

The LIGO-Virgo collaboration recently reported a puzzling event, GW190814, with
component masses of 23 and 2.6M . Motivated by the relatively small rate of such a coalescence (1–23 Gpc−3 yr−1 ) and the fact that the mass of the secondary is close to the
total mass of known binary neutron star (bNS) systems, we propose that GW190814
was a second-generation merger from a hierarchical triple system, i.e., the remnant
from the bNS coalescence was able to merge again with the 23M black hole (BH)
tertiary. We show that this occurs with a sufficiently high probability provided that
the semimajor axis of the outer orbit is less than a few AU at the time of bNS coalescence. It remains to be explored whether the conditions for the formation of such
tight triple systems are commonly realized in the Universe, especially in low metallicity (. 0.1Z ) environments. Our model provides a number of predictions. (1) The
spin of the secondary in GW190814-like systems is 0.6–0.7. (2) The component mass
distribution from a large sample of LIGO sources should have a narrow peak between
2.5 and ∼3.5M , whereas the range between ∼3.5 and ∼5M stays empty (provided
that stellar evolution does not generate such BHs in the “mass gap”). (3) About 90%
(10%) of GW190814-like events have an eccentricity of e & 2 × 10−3 (& 0.1) near
gravitational wave frequency of 10 mHz. (4) A significant fraction (& 10%) of bNS
mergers should have signatures of a massive tertiary at a distance of a few AU in the
gravitational waveform. (5) There are 105 undetected radio-quiet bNS systems with a
massive BH tertiary in the Milky Way.
Key words: gravitational waves ; compact objects ; black hole mergers ; neutron
star mergers
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INTRODUCTION

The formation history of the gravitational wave (GW)
sources detected by LIGO-Virgo collaboration is one of the
major unsolved questions in astrophysics today. The main
difficulty is because LIGO/Virgo detectors are only sensitive to a tiny fraction — the very last few seconds of
gravitationally-driven evolution — of the entire history of
the source. Observations typically do not directly provide a
unique solution of their formation pathways, although statistical inference from a sufficiently large sample is still possible
(Abbott et al. 2019b).
The recent event GW190814 had component masses of
23 and 2.6 M , each measured accurately to within . 5%
(Abbott et al. 2020a). The effective spin1 was χeff = 0 ±

?
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The effective spin describes the mass-weighted sum of the spins
projected along the orbital angular momentum χeff = (m1 χ1 +
m2 χ2 )/(m1 + m2 ), where χi = χi · L̂, χi and mi are the dimensionless spin angular momentum and mass of object i(= 1, 2)
1
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0.06, which constrains the dimensionless spin of the primary
to be less than 0.07, but the spin of the significantly less
massive secondary is essentially unconstrained due to low
signal-to-noise ratio. The nature of the low-mass component
is debated between an unprecedented massive neutron star
(NS) or an extremely low-mass black hole (BH).
Associating the 2.6M component with a NS is challenging in light of the binary neutron star (bNS) merger
event GW170817 (Abbott et al. 2019a). This event, left
over a compact remnant of mass2 ≈ 2.6M , which is comparable to that of the secondary in GW190814. The electromagnetic counterpart of GW170817 strongly disfavored

respectively, and L̂ is the unit vector along the orbital angular
momentum of the binary.
2 The system lost about 0.05M
in baryonic ejecta as inferred
from the kilonova emission (e.g., Metzger 2017, and references
therein), 0.05–0.1M in gravitational waves, possibly . 0.1M
in neutrinos if the remnant is sufficiently long-lived to undergo
neutrino cooling.
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a long-lived NS remnant, which would otherwise overproduce the X-ray flux at late time and inject too much energy in the relativistic ejecta to be consistent with the afterglow data (e.g., Granot et al. 2017; Pooley et al. 2018;
Margutti et al. 2018; Margalit & Metzger 2019; Makhathini
et al. 2020; Salafia & Giacomazzo 2020). Based on the assumption that GW170817 made a BH, many authors have
concluded that the maximum mass of a non-rotating NS is
MTOV . 2.3M (Margalit & Metzger 2017; Rezzolla et al.
2018; Shibata et al. 2019) (but see Ai et al. 2020, for a discussion of the less likely case that GW170817 did not make a
BH). Although rapid uniform rotation can support mass up
to about 1.2MTOV (Rezzolla et al. 2018), the low-mass component in GW190814 is most likely spinning slowly without
significant centrifugal support (a NS near break-up rotation
should have spun down during the gravitational wave inspiral) and so it is most likely a BH.
Direct formation of such low-mass BHs in the so-called
“mass gap” from core-collapse is disfavored by the Galactic
BH mass distribution (Özel et al. 2010; Farr et al. 2011; Özel
et al. 2012) and from current understanding of stellar evolution (Fryer et al. 2012; Zevin et al. 2020). In fact, there is
no confirmed case of such low-mass BH, although one candidate has recently been reported (Thompson et al. 2019, but
the inferred mass of this candidate object is only marginally
consistent with the secondary of GW190814). The mass of
the secondary in GW190814 is, however, very similar to the
typical total mass of Galactic bNS systems, which have accurately measured total masses in the range 2.5 to 2.9M
(Farrow et al. 2019, and references therein). The simplest
explanation is therefore that the secondary in GW190814 is
itself the product of a bNS merger.
The 23M component is also special in that massive
stars near solar metallicity (Z ) typically do not make such
heavy BHs, as demonstrated by many stellar evolution studies (e.g., Spera et al. 2015; Belczynski et al. 2016; Giacobbo
et al. 2018; Woosley 2019a). The final BH mass is determined by the metallicity-dependent mass loss from stellar
winds and the ejecta mass during the supernova explosion.
The formation of BHs with masses larger than 20M is expected to be efficient only at 0.1Z or less (Belczynski et al.
2016). Empirically, from the high-mass X-ray binary M33
X-7, which consists of a BH mass of 15.6 ± 1.5M and a
massive companion star of 70 ± 7M (Orosz et al. 2007),
we know that even stars with initial mass above ∼ 70M
do not make BHs of more than 20M 3 . Thus, we expect the
generation of GW180914-like systems to be rare4 in the local
Universe. These systems are most likely to have been formed
many Gyrs ago when most galaxies were less metal enriched.
We also note that the multiplicity fraction for short period
systems increases towards lower metallicity (Gao et al. 2014;
Yuan et al. 2015; Badenes et al. 2018; Moe et al. 2019), although it is already very high for the most massive stars at
solar metallicity, with an average number of ∼2 companions
per central object (Sana et al. 2012, 2014).

In this paper, we explore the idea that the low-mass
component was itself a bNS merger remnant, based on the
following two motivations. (1) The mass of 2.6M is naturally produced from the coalescence of the known bNS systems, whose total masses are in the range from 2.5 to 2.9M
(Abbott et al. 2019a; Farrow et al. 2019) and possibly up
to ≈ 3.4M (Abbott et al. 2020b). (2) Only a small fraction of the bNS merger remnants need to participate in the
2nd-generation merger. The rate of GW190814-like merg−3
ers, estimated to be R190814 ' 7+16
yr−1 (90% confi−6 Gpc
dence interval, Abbott et al. 2020a), is much less than that
of bNS mergers. From the two detected events GW170817
and GW1904255 , the bNS merger rate is estimated to be
−3
Rbns ' 1090+1720
yr−1 (Abbott et al. 2020b, differ−800 Gpc
ent methods yield slightly different answers). Therefore, the
GW190814-implied rate may be explained if only a fraction
(in the range 0.06% to 3%, see §2) of bNS merger remnants
coalesce again with another BH.
There are a number of ways such 2nd-generation mergers can occur.
The first possibility is that a bNS merger occurred in
a dense star cluster and then the remnant was dynamically
captured by a more massive BH. Since single-single direct
gravitational wave (GW) capture is extremely inefficient due
to the small cross section (Samsing et al. 2020), the more
likely mechanism is an exchange during a binary-mediated
encounter. However, in the case that the 23M BH is in
a binary, its companion likely has mass  2.6M , and
it is difficult for a 2.6M low-mass object to break apart
the more massive binary and get captured. This scenario
strongly favours equal-mass ratio components (Rodriguez
et al. 2019; Ye et al. 2020; Samsing & Hotokezaka 2020).
Even when the low-mass BH is successfully captured by an
exchange process, the resulting separation is likely too wide
for the two BHs to merge within a Hubble time. As a rough
representation of such asymmetric mass-ratio binaries, the
NS-BH merger rate from globular clusters is estimated to
be in the range 0.01 to 0.06 Gpc−3 yr−1 (Ye et al. 2020) (see
also Arca Sedda 2020), although the rate could be higher in
young massive clusters (Rastello et al. 2020).
The second possibility is the “double GW merger” scenario (Samsing & Ilan 2019), which postulates that a tight
NS-NS binary scatters off a massive BH. Such binary-single
scattering has been extensively studied in the past (Heggie 1975; Hut & Bahcall 1983; Hills 1991, 1992; Sigurdsson
& Phinney 1993; Fregeau et al. 2004; Samsing et al. 2014).
During a resonant scattering where the whole system stays
bound for much longer than the initial orbital period of the
bNS system, the inner binary may be driven to merge rapidly
and the subsequent remnant likely stays bound to the massive BH. However, this scenario requires that the initial bNS
system has a merger time much shorter than the Hubble
time (Samsing & Ilan 2019), and the probability that such
a compact bNS system happens to have a close resonant en-
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The BH in the binary is most likely the outcome of the initially more massive star in the binary, which therefore also evolved
faster.
4 A possible exception is that stellar mass BHs can grow substantially in mass in gas-rich environment near active galactic nuclei
(Yang et al. 2019b).

This event could also be from a NS-BH merger (see the discovery paper for a discussion). Since its remnant may also undergo
a 2nd-generation merger, we include it in our rate analysis (although this corresponds to only a small difference in rate, see
Fig. 1). Our calculations are weakly affected by the mass of the
GW190425 remnant being slightly larger than 2.6M .
c 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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OBSERVED RATE RATIO

Here, we estimate the probability density function (PDF)
for the ratio β = R190814 /Rbns between the volumetric rate
of GW190814-like events (R190814 ) and that of bNS mergers (Rbns ), both measured in the local Universe. This PDF
dP/dβ is given by the product distribution for the two independent random variables R190814 and 1/Rbns , which we
estimate below.
Since the errors of the LIGO-estimated rates are dominated by Poisson statistics (Abbott et al. 2020a,b), we approximate the PDF for the expectation number of detections
N = RV T (from the surveyed space-time volume V T ) by
dP/dN ∝ N k−1/2 e−N /k!, where k = 1 for each of the relevant cases (R190814 , R170817 , and R190425 ), and the factor of N −1/2 is from Jeffrey’s prior (Abbott et al. 2020a).
From the median values of R̄190814 = 7 Gpc−3 yr−1 (Abbott
c 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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counter with a massive BH is likely too small to explain the
inferred rate of GW190814.
A third possibility is that all three members were initially in a hierarchical triple system of three massive stars.
The 23 M BH formed first with nearly zero spin (Fuller
& Ma 2019). The members of the inner binary each made
a NS (the whole system survived the natal kicks), and then
common-envelope evolution or secular perturbation from the
tertiary brought the two NSs sufficiently close so as to merge
into a 2.6 M BH (Toonen et al. 2016; Tauris et al. 2017).
However, subsequently, it is unclear how to bring the lowmass remnant BH closer to the massive one. One possibility
is that the binary BH system is embedded in the accretion
disk of an active galactic nucleus (AGN), the gas accretion
onto the binary BH (bBH) system may operate to shrink the
orbit (e.g., Stone et al. 2017; Bartos et al. 2017; McKernan
et al. 2018; Yang et al. 2019a, 2020), but a potential problem is that this scenario generally leads to large BH spins
aligned with the AGN disk. Another possibility is to invoke
an addition body in a hierarchical quadruple system, with
either “2+2” or “3+1” configuration such that after the bNS
merger, the remaining three bodies undergo chaotic evolution to generate the 2nd-generation merger, but such finetuned situation may occur at a very low rate (Safarzadeh
et al. 2020; Fragione et al. 2020).
In this work, we propose a new mechanism under the
triple scenario where the bNS merger process imparts a natal kick on the remnant BH which leaves it in a low angular
momentum orbit around the massive tertiary BH such that
they can merge within a Hubble time. We show that up to
about 1% of the bNS mergers occurring in triple systems
may give such 2nd-generation bBH merger, which is potentially consistent with the rate of GW190814-like sources.
This paper is organized as follows. In §2, we estimate the
ratio between the LIGO-inferred merger rate of GW190814like systems and that of bNS in the local Universe. Detailed
calculations of the formation probability of 2nd-generation
mergers and comparison with observations are presented in
§3. The main uncertainty of our model — whether current
observations allow a large fraction of bNS mergers to occur in triples — is discussed in §4.1. Our model provides a
number of prediction which are presented in §4.2. The main
results are summarized in §5.
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Figure 1. The probability density function (PDF) for the rate
ratio β = R190814 /Rbns as inferred from LIGO observations.
The black solid line (our fiducial case) considers both GW170817
and GW190425 as bNS mergers, whereas the red dashed line
only includes GW170817. The grey shaded regions are the lower
and upper 5% percentiles of the probability distribution. The
vertical band (in light-orange color) shows the prediction from
our low-metallicity triple scenario, under the assumption that
ftriple = 1/3 of all bNS mergers occur in triple systems. The
colored arrows show the 90% upper limits based on the predicted
rates of GW190814-like events from other possible scenarios in
the literature.

et al. 2020a), R̄170817 = 760 Gpc−3 yr−1 , and R̄190425 =
460 Gpc−3 yr−1 (Abbott et al. 2020b), we obtain the effective surveyed space-time volumes V T = 1/R̄ for each
of these three events. We consider both GW170817 and
GW190425 as bNS mergers, because the component masses
of GW190425 are not far from those of GW170817 and the
nature of the merging objects makes little practical difference in our model. Thus, the PDF of the total bNS merger
rate from the sum of the two is given by a convolution of
the two individual PDFs
Z Rbns
dP dP
dP
=
,
(1)
dR1
dRbns
dR1 dR2 Rbns −R1
0
where we have written R1 = R170817 , R2 = R190425 for
brevity. We then calculate the PDF for the inverse of the
2
total bNS merger rate dP/dR−1
bns = Rbns dP/dRbns . Finally,
the PDF of the rate ratio β = R190814 /Rbns is given by
Z ∞
dP
dR3 dP
dP
=
,
(2)
−1
dβ
R
dR
dR
3
3
0
bns β/R3
where we have written R3 = R190814 for brevity. We find
the 90% confidence interval for the rate ratio to be in the
range 6.4 × 10−4 < β < 2.8 × 10−2 .
The PDF as given by eq. (2) is shown in a black solid
line in Fig. 1. Alternatively, if we only consider GW170817 as
bNS merger (simply replacing dP/dRbns by dP/dR170817 ),
the resulting PDF for the rate ratio is shown in the red
dashed line, which is rather similar to the black solid line.
Later in §3, we assume that a fraction ftriple of the
bNS mergers in the entire Universe originated from lowmetallicity triple systems that give rise to a merging bNS
plus a massive tertiary. The precise threshold for low metallicity (perhaps ∼ 0.1Z ) is rather uncertain but we impose it such that high-mass BHs & 20M are efficiently
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generated. We then compute the probability hfm i of having a 2nd-generation merger by averaging over all possible
triple configurations and kick velocities. We directly compare the model-predicted product ftriple × hfm i, as shown
in a vertical band in Fig. 1, with the observed rate ratio
β = R190814 /Rbns in the local Universe.
We note that this comparison would only be accurate
provided that the 2nd-generation bBH mergers from triples
have similar delay-time distribution (DTD) as bNS mergers.
However, we show below that the typical delay time for the
2nd-generation mergers is about a Hubble time (dominated
by the bBH inspiral time after the bNS merger inside the
triple, see eq. 23). Thus, the DTD of 2nd-generation bBH
mergers is significantly shallower than the DTD of all bNS
mergers, which is dP/dtd ∝ t−1 or steeper, as indicated
by the declining deposition rate of radioactive elements in
the solar neighborhood (e.g., Hotokezaka et al. 2015; Beniamini & Hotokezaka 2020) as well as the declining rate
of short gamma-ray bursts at low redshift (Wanderman &
Piran 2015). This means that the majority of bNS mergers
occurred in the high-redshift Universe, and along with them,
there are more 2nd-generation bBH systems generated that
will merge only significantly later, at low redshift. The consequence is that the required value of ftriple to explain a
given observed merger rate ratio in the local Universe, becomes smaller. In that sense, our choice for ftriple explained
in later sections, is conservative.
We also show in Fig. 1 the predictions from other possible scenarios in the literature.
For instance, Fragione et al. (2020) studied the evolution of 2+2 quadruple systems where the binary that contains two NSs merge into a BH in the “mass gap” first.
The subsequent kick on the remnant BH triggers its interaction with the other binary system. If the remnant
BH undergoes exchange with one of the members in the
binary, then it may generate a merger that contains a
mass-gap object. The rate of such mergers is found to be
10−2 Gpc−3 yr−1 in the most optimistic case. We note that
the 90% upper limit as given by the dP/dR−1
bns distribu−3
tion is (R−1
Gpc3 yr. Therefore, even takbns )90 = 1.5 × 10
ing the maximum rate of R ∼ 10−2 Gpc−3 yr−1 from Fragione et al. (2020), we obtain the 90% upper limit for the
−5
rate ratio β90 = R × (R−1
(as shown by
bns )90 = 1.5 × 10
the yellow arrow in Fig. 1), significantly below the most
probable interval for β. Clausen et al. (2013) and Ye et al.
(2020) studied the dynamical formation of BH-NS mergers
in globular clusters and found RBHNS ∼ 0.17 Gpc−3 yr−1
and ∼ 0.06 Gpc−3 yr−1 , respectively. We use their BH-NS
rates as an upper limit for GW190814-like events (which
have a more stringent requirement that the bNS merger remnants merge again with another BH), because the number
density of bNS merger remnants is much smaller than that
of NSs (Samsing & Hotokezaka 2020). The corresponding
β90 are shown in green and blue arrows.
The AGN-assisted merger scenario is more flexible because mass growth due to accretion may make 2.6M objects from normal NSs of initial mass ≈ 1.4M . The 23M
component of GW190814 is also expected have gained mass
through accretion, which would have to be stochastic in angular momentum orientation so as not to spin up the BH. In
a recent study by Yang et al. (2020), in their most optimistic
case when allowing for up to 0.7 times the Bondi infall rate,

they found a merger rate density of 3.1 Gpc−3 yr−1 for binaries which contain a member in the “mass gap” (defined
as 2.2–5M by the authors). However, only about 10% of
these mergers have a mass ratio q ∼ 0.1 and secondary component mass m ∼ 2.6M similar to GW190814. This means
R ' 0.3 Gpc−3 yr−1 and β90 ' 4.5 × 10−4 as shown by a
magenta arrow.
We conclude that the combination of the mass ratio and
inferred rate of GW190814 is challenging to explain in previous models where a quantitative prediction of the formation
rate has been presented. Our new scenario is described in
the following section.

3

THE MODEL

In this section, we first schematically describe our model in
§3.1, followed by detailed calculations of the occurrence rate
of 2nd-generation mergers in §3.2 and §3.3. The final results
are presented in §3.4.

3.1

Schematic Picture

In this subsection, we describe the main features and assumptions of the model, which is schematically shown in
Fig. 2.
The initial triple system consists of three massive mainsequence stars formed at low metallicity (perhaps . 0.1Z ).
A low metallicity is motivated by the large mass of the primary in GW190814. It is naturally realized assuming that
the systems under consideration were formed many Gyrs
ago when the Universe was less metal enriched. As we will
show below, this is consistent with the typical time between
formation and final 2nd-generation merger. The inner binary consists of two stars in the mass range ∼10 to 20M ,
each with radius ∼5 R at zero age main-sequence (ZAMS).
The semi-major axis (SMA) of the inner orbit is larger than
about 20R so as to avoid strong Case A mass transfer
which may lead to rapid merger before any supernova explosion (Sana et al. 2012; Schneider et al. 2015); the stellar
radius expands by a factor of about 2 to 3 during mainsequence evolution (Klencki et al. 2020). We consider the
most likely situation in which the mass of the tertiary is
comparable to the total mass of the inner binary (Moe &
Di Stefano 2017). To make a stable hierarchical system, the
SMA of the outer orbit, denoted as a0 , must be larger than
that of the inner binary by a factor of ∼ 3 or more (e.g.,
Kiseleva et al. 1996; Mardling & Aarseth 2001; Silsbee &
Tremaine 2017). The above requirements only allow sufficiently wide outer orbits with a0 & 0.3 AU.
The star in the outer orbit, the most massive one
(& 20M ), evolves into a BH by direct collapse of either
the entire star or the helium core. The mapping between
ZAMS mass to the final BH mass is highly uncertain (e.g.,
Fryer et al. 2012; Spera et al. 2015; Woosley 2019b) (see also
Abbott et al. 2019b, for a discussion in light of the LIGO
bBH population), depending on the details of wind mass loss
and convective mixing (e.g., Klencki et al. 2020), interaction
with the companion (the inner binary for our case) in the Hshell or core-He burning phase, and supernova physics. Thus,
we consider a number of possible BH masses of 10, 20, and
c 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 2. Sketch of the model for GW190814 (not to scale).
The initial hierarchical triple system consists of two stars of 10–
20M in the inner orbit and a tertiary star of mass & 20M ,
all on the main-sequence. The most massive tertiary evolves into
a BH by direct collapse of either the entire star or the helium
core. The inner system evolves into a compact NS-NS binary via
common-envelope evolution or Kozai-Lidov (KL) excitation under
the perturbation of the tertiary. At outer orbital phase ψ (the true
anomaly), the two NSs first merge into a 2.6M remnant BH.
A combination of baryonic ejecta and GW emission during the
merger gives the remnant BH a kick vk,bh in the (θ, φ) direction,
where θ is the angle between vk,bh and the pre-merger orbital
speed v of the bNS system and φ is the azimuthal angle from
the x̂-v̂ plane. The unit vector x̂ is within the pre-kick outer
orbital plane, perpendicular to v̂, and pointing away from the
massive BH. The unit vector ẑ is along the direction of the angular
momentum of the outer orbit. We find that a fraction (up to 1%)
of the cases give rise to 2nd-generation bBH merger within a
Hubble time, and this happens when the kick direction is in the
“GW loss cone” (shown in red) so as to cancel the pre-kick orbital
angular momentum.

30M , which are all possible under the low-metallicity condition considered here. Efficient rotational coupling removes
angular momentum from the core to the envelope and then
to the wind (Fuller & Ma 2019), so the BH’s spin is likely
small. The BH birth may be associated with a natal kick (of
e.g., a few tens km s−1 ), which may disrupt the triple system
if the outer orbit is very wide (with separation & 100 AU).
We focus on the systems that survive this kick.
Later on, the inner binary, due to the close separation
of the two stars, goes through the common-envelope channel
of producing two NSs that will merge in less than a Hubble
time (see Fig. 1 of Tauris et al. 2017). It is also possible that
the inner bNS system is driven to a high eccentricity by
the secular perturbation from the tertiary (e.g., Antognini
et al. 2014). Along with each supernova explosion, there is a
natal kick on the newly made NS, and we focus on the cases
where the two NS kicks didn’t unbind the inner binary (the
unbound fraction due to these kicks is effectively taken into
account by our normalization based on bNS merger rate, see
§2).
In the following, we mainly consider the effects of the
c 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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second-born NS’s kick on the outer orbit. This is because as
explained next, the effect of the kick due to the first-born
NS on the outer orbit is comparable to that of the second.
Furthermore, these NS formation kicks do not significantly
affect our final rate of 2nd-generation mergers (see Table
1), because in the cases that lead to a bBH merger, the
outer orbit is mainly affected by the much larger kick on the
remnant BH during the bNS merger.
Kinematic studies of the Galactic bNS systems show
that the second-born NS, on average, receives a kick of
. 50 km/s (e.g., Piran & Shaviv 2005; Schwab et al. 2010;
Beniamini & Piran 2016), which is significantly smaller than
that for young isolated pulsars (Hobbs et al. 2005). The
favored explanation for such a small kick is that the preexplosion star was heavily stripped by the close-orbit NS
companion (Tauris et al. 2015), and such an ultra-stripped
supernova has a very small ejecta mass of order 0.1M and
an explosion energy of order 1050 erg (Suwa et al. 2015).
During the explosion, the center of mass of the inner binary system experiences a sudden change in velocity6 of
vk,bns ≈ vk,ns /2 as a result of linear momentum gain of
mns vk,ns , which is due to the kick on the newly born NS as
well as the mass lost from the binary (the contributions from
these two processes are likely comparable, see Beniamini &
Piran 2016). We assume the direction of vk,bns to be isotropically distributed and take the amplitude distribution to be
log-normal with mean value log v̄k,ns and standard deviation
σlog vk,ns = 0.3 dex in log space (corresponding to a factor of
2 larger or smaller). As compared to the Maxwellian, a lognormal distribution better describes the large scatter of kick
speeds as inferred from the Galactic bNS systems (cf. Fig. 16
of Tauris et al. 2017). We consider three cases of v̄k,bns = 10,
20, and 30 km/s. For simplicity, we assume the pre-kick outer
orbit to be circular7 , and then the kick modifies the SMA
and eccentricity of the outer orbit in a predictable way (Hills
1983; Kalogera 1996).
After the GW merger time of the inner binary, the two
NSs coalesce into a low-mass BH (or an extremely massive
NS, as our model is independent of the nature of the merger
remnant). The baryonic ejecta, GWs, and possibly neutrinos
lost during the bNS merger carry linear momentum, and
correspondingly the remnant BH receives a kick vk,bh . We
aim to calculate the probability that the low-mass BH is
kicked into a sufficiently low angular momentum orbit that
it merges with the tertiary (the massive BH) within a Hubble
time.
If we ignore tidal disruption, in the limit of nearly equal
masses, the component of the kick due to GW emission is
given by vk,bh ≈ 287(1 − q) km/s (González et al. 2007),
where q 6 1 is the mass ratio of the bNS system. The ma-

6

The first NS likely had received a much larger kick of the order
∼ 300 km/s (e.g., Hobbs et al. 2005), which is typical of the kicks
leading to the formation of isolated pulsars. However, since this is
shared with a more massive (& 10M ) main-sequence companion
star, the change in the binary’s center-of-mass velocity is reduced
by a factor of 10. Overall, the first NS kick has a similar effect on
the outer orbit as the second NS kick. The same is likely to apply
to the natal kick received by the tertiary BH.
7 This assumption is conservative because, for a given outer SMA
a0 , non-zero eccentricity e0 > 0 leads to a larger probability for
the 2nd-generation mergers (cf. Fig. 3).
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jority of the Galactic bNS systems have 0.9 . q < 1, except
for the PSR J1913+1102 system which has q ' 0.8 (Ferdman et al. 2020) but this source likely only represents a
small fraction of the volumetric bNS merger rate (Andrews
2020). We see that the kick due to GW is typically small,
. 30 km/s for the majority of the cases. On the other hand,
the kick due to baryonic ejecta depends on the mass ratio,
NS equation of state, and possibly hydrodynamic effects of
the material outside the BH. Dietrich et al. (2017) carried
out numerical relativity simulations of bNS mergers for different mass ratios and equations of state, and the linear
momentum carried away by the dynamical ejecta (their Table 3) gives kick amplitude in the range 25–130 km/s for
0.8 . q . 1, often subjected to simulation resolution (since
only 10−3 –10−2 M is dynamically ejected).
A much larger amount (10−2 –10−1 M ) of material is
bound to the remnant BH. The bound material experiences
numerous shocks and quickly forms a nearly circular accretion disk. Numerical simulations show that a fraction of order unity of the disk material will be ejected as a result of viscous evolution and helium recombination at later time (e.g.,
Siegel & Metzger 2017; Fernández et al. 2019). However, the
linear momentum carried away by the disk wind is highly uncertain, and a fractional asymmetry of mvk,bh vw /Ew ' 16%
is required to generate vk,bh = 100 km/s for typical wind velocity vw = 0.1c, kinetic energy Ew = 1051 erg, and BH
mass m = 2.6M . It is also unclear whether the neutrino
emission from the short-lived proto-NS carries significant
linear momentum (depending on the neutrino transport in
the magnetized NS interior), and a small fractional asymmetry of 0.5% can generate vk,bh = 100 km/s if neutrinos
carries away Eν = 3 × 1053 erg of energy.
Given the uncertainties and potentially large caseto-case variations, we consider log-normal amplitude distribution with three different mean values at v̄k,bh =
50, 100, 150 km/s in log space, and fix the standard deviation at σlog vk,bh = 0.3 dex. We found that Maxwellian
distributions with similar median amplitudes give qualitatively similar results. We assume the direction of vk,bh to be
isotropically distributed, because the orbital orientation of
the inner binary may be easily changed by the torque from
the outer orbit (the total angular momentum is dominated
by the outer orbit).
In the next subsection, we calculate in detail the fraction of triple systems that give rise to 2nd-generation mergers.
3.2

Probability for 2nd-generation mergers

Our calculation follows two steps: (1) For an initial outer
SMA a0 (assuming a circular orbit), we give a random kick
vk,bns (due to the formation of the second NS in the binary,
as described above) to the center of mass of the bNS system
with a log-normal amplitude (vk,bns ) distribution and an
isotropic direction (µ0 ≡ cos θ0 , φ0 ) distribution, and then
obtain the post-kick outer SMA a and pericenter rp ; (2)
For each outer orbit as specified by a and rp , we consider
that the bNS merger occurs at a random orbital phase ψ
and that the remnant BH receives a kick vk,bh with a lognormal amplitude (vk,bh ) distribution and an isotropic direction (µ ≡ cos θ, φ) distribution. Thus we obtain the postmerger SMA a0 and rp0 . If the GW merger time of the final

bBH system is less than 10 Gyr, then we record a successful 2nd-generation merger. The mass loss along with each of
the kicks is only of order 1% of the total mass and is hence
ignored. The masses of the two BHs are denoted as M (the
more massive one) and m, and they stay fixed throughout
the orbital evolution. We consider three different cases of
M = 10, 20, 30M and fix m = 2.6M for all cases. In
the following, we calculate in detail the response of an orbit
with general eccentricity and semi-major axis to a kick. This
is applicable to Step 2 of our calculation. Step 1 is then a
simpler special case of this calculation, where the orbit is
initially circular.
Consider a binary of masses M and m in an orbit with
SMA a and eccentricity e = 1 − rp /a. The angle ψ denotes
the true anomaly, which is the angle between the current
position of the orbiting object and the location of pericenter.
At orbital phase ψ, the binary separation is given by
r=

a(1 − e2 )
,
1 + e cos ψ

and the relative velocity between the two objects is
p
v = G(M + m)(2/r − 1/a),

(3)

(4)

where G is Newton’s constant. The specific orbital energy E
and specific angular momentum `, defined as the corresponding total values divided by the reduced mass M m/(M + m),
are given by
E = −G(M + m)/2a, `2 = G(M + m)a(1 − e2 ),

(5)

The angular momentum is along the ẑ direction. The angle
between the (relative) velocity vector v and the (relative)
position vector r is given by
sin α =

1 + e cos ψ
`
,
= p
vr
1 + 2e cos ψ + e2

(6)

and α < π/2 when the two objects are moving away from
each other, and α > π/2 otherwise.
When the system is at orbital phase ψ, the object m
suddenly experiences a randomly oriented general kick vk
whose amplitude is drawn from a log-normal PDF dP/dvk .
The direction of vk is specified by the angle θ to the prekick orbital velocity v and an azimuthal angle φ wrt. the x̂-v̂
plane (i.e. φ = 0 when vk is in this plane), where the base
vector x̂ is within the pre-kick orbital plane, perpendicular
to v, and pointing outwards away from the center of mass.
The geometry is illustrated in Fig. 2. Thus, in the x̂-v̂-ẑ
coordinate system, one can write the position vector r =
r(sin α x̂ + cos α v̂) and kick velocity vk = vk (sin θ cos φ x̂ +
cos θ v̂ + sin θ sin φ ẑ). Under the assumption of no mass loss,
the updated orbital energy is given by
E0 =

G(M + m)
1
1
(v + vk )2 −
= E + vk2 + vvk cos θ. (7)
2
r
2

We focus on the the bound cases with E 0 < 0, where the
updated SMA a0 is
a
= 1 − (y 2 + 2y cos θ)(2a/r − 1).
(8)
a0
The change in specific angular momentum is r × vk , so the
updated eccentricity is given by
a0 (1 − e02 )
y 2 sin2 θ sin2 φ
=
+[1+y(cos θ−cot α sin θ cos φ)]2 ,
2
a(1 − e )
sin2 α
(9)
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where we have denoted y ≡ vk /v. The above can be summarized by the following mapping8
(ψ,y,θ,φ)

(a, e) −−−−−−→ (a0 , e0 ),
BH kick

log(rp =AU)

-4.0

-2.5

0.0
rp

=

a

-3.0
-3.5

-1.5

(11)

7/2

[a (1 − e )]
(1011 cm)4

.

We require tGW < 10 Gyr such that that the post-kick angular momentum (or pericenter distance) is much smaller than
the pre-kick value. This means the RHS of eq. (9) is much
less than unity. Making use of eqs. (8) and (9), we obtain
the requirement for 2nd-generation merger
y 2 sin2 θ sin2 φ
+ [1 + y(cos θ − cot α sin θ cos φ)]2 < fc ,
sin2 α
1

2
M m(M + m) 7 (a/a0 ) 7
fc ≡ 4.6 × 10−2
,
8/7
1.17 × 103 M 3
aAU (1 − e2 )
(12)
where the mass product term has been normalized by M =
20M and m = 2.6M , and aAU ≡ a/AU. For simplicity,
we ignore the factor (a/a0 )1/7 ' 1 (see eq. 8) in the following, because it only affects the results very weakly. Then,
the RHS of the above inequality is set by the initial orbital
parameters fc (a, e) (for fixed masses), and the LHS depends
on the orbital phase (ψ) at which the kick occurs as well as
the kick amplitude (y ≡ vk /v) and direction (θ and φ). Instead of using a brute-force Monte Carlo method to find the
merger fraction for each set of (a, e), it is better to analytically narrow down the range of kick direction and amplitude
possible for mergers.
Since the LHS of the inequality (12) is a quadratic function of y, it is easy to show that, for each fc < 1 (valid for the
entire parameter space considered in this
p work), solutions of
y only exist when cot θ < cot α cos φ− fc−1 − 1 sin φ/ sin α.
We only need to consider µ ≡ cos θ in the following range
q
ξ
sin φ
−1<µ< p
, ξ ≡ cot α cos φ − fc−1 − 1
,
sin α
1 + ξ2
(13)
and the 2nd-generation merger solution lies in between
p
1 ± (η + 1)fc − η
(14)
y± =
,
γ(η + 1)
8

As for Step 1, since the pre-kick orbit is assumed to be circular,
the mapping can be described by
(y0 ,θ0 ,φ0 )

(a0 , e0 = 0) −−−−−−−→ (a, e),
NS kick
where we take pre-kick separation r = a0 (without dependence
on orbital phase), α = π/2, kick amplitude y0 ≡ vk,bns /v0 , and
p
pre-kick orbital speed v0 = G(M + m)/a0 .
c 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

-2.0

-3.5

02

-3.0

M
a
M m(M + m)

0

0.5

-2.5

= 1.15 Gyr

01/2

-1.5

unphysical

−0.5

3c5
≈
a01/2 [a0 (1 − e02 )]7/2
85G3 M m(M + m)
3

1.0

-2.0

tGW

1.5

(10)

which means that a kick as defined by the parameters
(ψ, y, θ, φ) maps the initial orbit described by (a, e) into
a different orbit (a0 , e0 ). Based on symmetry, we only need
to consider ψ ∈ (0, π), θ ∈ (0, π), and φ ∈ (0, π).
We are interested in the rare cases where the post-kick
orbit is highly eccentric 1 − e0  1 and the merger time for
such a system is given by (Peters 1964)

 ®
log fm v k; bh
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Figure 3. The fraction of bNS merger remnants hfm ivk,bh that
will coalesce with the tertiary BH as a function of the SMA a
and pericenter distance rp of the outer orbit right before the bNS
merger. We have averaged over the distributions of the amplitude
(log-normal) and direction (isotropic) of the kick vk,bh received
by the low-mass remnant BH after the bNS merger. The case
shown here is for M = 20, m = 2.6M , v̄k,bh = 100 km/s.

where

η≡

sin θ sin φ
γ sin α

2
, γ ≡ cot α sin θ cos φ − cos θ.

(15)

We also require the post-kick orbit to be bound, and from
eq. (8) and a0 > 0, we obtain
p
y < yunb = µ2 + (2a/r − 1)−1 − µ.
(16)
Therefore, the final range of y that leads to post-kick GW
merger is
max(0, y− ) ≡ ymin < y < ymax ≡ min(y+ , yunb ).

(17)

Then, for a given pre-kick orbit (a, rp ), the probability
of 2nd-generation merger for a particular set of (ψ, θ, φ)
is given by an Rintegral of the (log-normal) PDF of the
kick amplitude dvk,bh (dP/dvk,bh ) in the range given by
ymin v < vk,bh < ymax v, where v is given by eq. (4). Then, it
is straightforward to average the probability over the PDFs
of the other parameters,
dP
1 (1 − e2 )3/2
dP
1 dP
1
=
,
= ,
= ,
dψ
π (1 + e cos ψ)2 dµ
2 dφ
π

(18)

over the ranges of ψ ∈ (0, π), µ ∈ (−1, 1), and φ ∈ (0, π).
The kick-averaged probability of 2nd-generation merger
hfm ivk,bh as a function of the pre-kick orbital parameters
(a, rp ) is shown in Fig. 3. The 2nd-generation merger fraction can reach 1% or higher for a . a few AU and generally decreases for larger pre-kick outer SMA. Note that we
have ignored the cases where the post-kick orbit is unbound
E 0 > 0 but the pericenter rp0 is sufficiently close to allow
for GW capture in one pericenter passage and then merger.
As we describe next, this situation is highly improbable. For
nearly parabolic orbits, the GW energy loss in one pericenter
passage is given by (Peters & Mathews 1963)
√
85πG7/2 (M m)2 M + m
1.4 × 1046 erg
√
=
, (19)
δEGW =
07/2
07/2
5
12 2c
rp
rp,9

3.3

Distribution of the outer SMA

The final piece of information needed in our model is the
physical distribution of the outer SMA dP/da0 right before
the birth of the second NS, and this distribution strongly
depends on the initial SMA distribution of triples in the
main-sequence stage as well as possible orbital migration
due to stellar interactions, e.g., Roche-lobe overflow, common envelope, tidal dissipation, 3-body secular dynamics.
A thorough discussion of the interplay among these poorly
understood processes across a wide range of metallicities is
beyond the scope of this work (see e.g., Postnov & Yungelson 2014; Toonen et al. 2016). This potential shortcoming of
the current model requires careful studies in future works.
In the following, we proceed with the simplest, power-law
prescription for dP/da0 .
We are only interested in triple systems in which bNS
mergers occur. We emphasize that we are normalizing the
fraction of 2nd-generation mergers by the rate of bNS merging in triples, so those triple systems that do not end up
contributing to the latter are ignored for our purpose. We

-1.5

90% C.L.

log fm
-2.5

-2

10 < M < 30 M ¯ ;
m = 2:6 M ¯ ;
10 < v¹k; bns < 30 km=s

ftriple = 1=3

-3
-3.5

where we have taken M = 20M and m = 2.6M .
When the post-kick orbit is unbound, the typical ex2
cessive orbital energy is of the order mvk,bh
/2 ∼ 6 ×
46
−1 2
10 (vk,bh /50 km s ) erg. We see that the post-kick angular momentum has to be extremely close to zero, with
rp0 . 10−4 AU, in order for GW capture to happen. We find
the contribution from GW capture to 2nd-generation mergers to be less likely than GW inspiral in bound orbits by a
factor of 10−2 .
Taking into account Step 1 is now straightforward. For
an initially circular orbit, and given the PDF of the kick
vk,bns on the bNS system due to birth of the second NS,
we calculate the semi-major axis, and eccentricity at the
beginning of Step 2. The double-averaged (over both vk,bns
and vk,bh ) merger fraction, denoted as fm (a0 ), is only a
function of the initial SMA a0 of the outer orbit. This is
shown in Fig. 4, for a number of choices of the tertiary BH
mass 10 < M < 30M , median kick speed on the bNS
system 10 < v̄k,bns < 30 km/s, and the median kick speed
on the remnant BH 50 < v̄k,bh < 150 km/s. For instance,
for the fiducial case of M = 20M , v̄k,bns = 20 km/s, and
v̄k,bh = 100 km/s, a fraction fm ' 0.3% (1%) of the bNS
mergers will give rise to a 2nd-generation merger, if the outer
SMA is at a0 = 3 AU (1 AU).
Our model assumes that the formation rate of triples
including a merging bNS plus a massive tertiary represents a fraction ftriple of all bNS mergers. Earlier in §2, we
have calculated the PDF for the ratio β ≡ R190814 /Rbns
between the LIGO-inferred merger rate of GW190814-like
events and that of bNS mergers in the local Universe. Therefore, we also show in Fig. 4 the 90% confidence interval
for β/ftriple = R190814 /(ftriple Rbns ), which is directly compared to fm , the fraction of triple systems at a given outer
SMA a0 that give 2nd-generation mergers. We find that,
for ftriple = 1/3 (see §4 for a discussion of this choice),
our model-predicted 2nd-generation merger rate from triples
is potentially in agreement of the rate of GW190814-like
events, provided that a large fraction of triples have outer
SMA a0 . 3 AU. In the next section, we discuss the distribution of the outer SMA.
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v¹k; bh = 50 km=s
v¹k; bh = 100 km=s
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v¹k; bh = 150 km=s
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a0 [AU]

10
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Figure 4. The fraction of the bNS mergers that generate a 2ndgeneration merger, fm , as a function of initial SMA of the outer
orbit a0 right before the birth of the second NS. We have averaged
over the distributions of the two kicks on the bNS system and
on the low-mass remnant BH. The three colored bands are for
different median BH kick speeds v̄k,bh = 50, 100, 150 km/s. Each
band is for tertiary BH mass in the range 10 < M < 30M and
the median kick amplitude on the bNS system in the range 10 <
v̄k,bns < 30 km/s. The solid lines in the middle of each band is
for M = 20M and v̄k,bns = 20 km/s. The dependence on v̄k,bns
is rather weak for a0 . 3 AU, since the outer orbit is only weakly
affected by this kick. The black dotted lines indicate the 90%
confidence interval for the observationally allowed volumetric rate
ratio between GW190814-like systems and bNS mergers, provided
that ftriple = 1/3 of the bNS merger rate is contributed by triples.

assume their outer SMAs a0 before the formation of the
second NS to have the following power-law distribution,
dP
∝ a−p
0 , a0,min < a0 < a0,max ,
dlog a0

(20)

where p = 0 corresponds to Opik’s law (flat in log space)
and we choose an upper limit of a0,max = 100 AU such that
the natal kicks associated with the birth of the two NSs do
not disrupt the inner and outer orbit at high probability.
The exact value of the upper limit do not affect our results,
since the probability of generating a 2nd-generation merger
is negligibly small at a0 & 100 AU.
Various studies of massive star multiplicity indicate
p & 0 during the main-sequence stage (e.g., Sana et al. 2012;
Kobulnicky et al. 2014; Almeida et al. 2017). However, it is
unclear how this is modified by subsequent stellar interaction at close separations. Our results will be mainly affected
by outwards orbital migration that may lead to a larger
outer SMA a0 than at zero-age main-sequence, because the
fraction of 2nd-generation merger is generally smaller for
larger a0 (cf. Fig. 4). We note that at low metallicities with
reduced wind mass loss such that the entire triple system
can retain a large fraction of its initial mass, the outer SMA
can at most increase by a factor of order unity (Postnov &
Yungelson 2014) (see also Fig. 4 of Rodriguez & Antonini
2018).
Without considering orbital migration, a rough estimate
of the lower limit of a0,min can be obtained by the following
argument. The inner binary we are considering have initial
masses between ∼10 and 20M (since NS end products are
required). These stars expand to about 10–20R at the end
c 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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of their main-sequence, and lower metallicity stars expand
less due to reduced opacity (Klencki et al. 2020). To avoid
mergers due to rapid Case-A mass transfer during mainsequence stage (Sana et al. 2012; Schneider et al. 2015), we
require the inner SMA to be more than 20R . This constrains the SMA of the outer orbit, because for the triple
system to be hierarchically stable, the ratio between the
outer and inner SMAs Y = aout /ain must be greater than a
critical value (Kiseleva et al. 1996; Silsbee & Tremaine 2017)
Yc '

3.7
2.2
1.4 Qout − 1
−
+
,
Qout
Qout + 1
Qin Qout + 1

(21)

where Qin = (m1 /m2 )1/3 , Qout = (m12 /m3 )1/3 , m1 and
m2 (> m1 ) are the component masses of the inner binary,
m12 = m1 + m2 is the total mass of the inner binary (at
main-sequence stage), m3 is the mass of the tertiary, and
we have assumed the inner and outer orbits to be close to
circular (appropriate for such compact systems). For typical
cases with Qin ' Qout ' 1, we obtain Yc ' 3, and therefore
secular stability requires the outer SMA to be more than
3 × 20R ' 0.3 AU. Due to large uncertainties in the stellar
and dynamical evolution of the triple system, we consider
two cases of a0,min = 0.3 AU and 1 AU.
The inner bNS system can be driven to extremely high
eccentricity by the perturbation of the massive BH tertiary
by the Kozai-Lidov (KL) mechanism (Antognini et al. 2014;
Toonen et al. 2016; Silsbee & Tremaine 2017; Liu & Lai 2018;
Rodriguez & Antonini 2018; Hamers & Thompson 2019; Liu
et al. 2019), provided that the inclination between the inner
and outer orbits is close to 90o . Roughly speaking, KL excitation operates when the ratio Y between the SMAs of the
outer and inner orbits is in the range from 5 to about 100
(larger SMA ratios are allowed if the outer orbit is highly
eccentric, Rodriguez & Antonini 2018; Liu et al. 2019). The
upper limit is because when Y & 100, the secular perturbation of the tertiary is too weak to affect the inner orbit.
The lower limit is because when Y . 5 the triple system
becomes unstable (eq. 21, but for Qout ' 0.5 due to smaller
mass ratio m/M ∼ 0.1). The KL excitation only operates in
a narrow inclination window close to 90o , and the window
is narrower for larger inner SMA (and hence larger outer
SMA), because the inner orbit must have a higher eccentricity for GW merger to happen within a Hubble time. It
can be shown under the secular quadrupole approximation
that the KL merger fraction fKL , defined as the fraction
of the inclination space (from 0 to 180o ) taken by the KL
−2/3
merger window, roughly scales as fKL ∝ aout (Liu & Lai
2018), which corresponds to p = 2/3. We conclude that the
bNS mergers from the KL channel strongly prefer smaller
outer SMAs.
A caveat for the KL mechanism is that the inner binary
may be driven to merge during the main-sequence stage,
if the initial orbital inclination is close to orthogonal. It is
also possible that the inner binary is driven to high eccentricity by the KL mechanism but without a main-sequence
merger, and subsequently the inner orbit tidally circularizes and undergoes common-envelope evolution to generate
a bNS merger. The above consideration motivates us to consider a range of 0 6 p 6 2/3, where p = 0 corresponds to the
limit where the inner system undergoes effectively isolated
common-envelope evolution whereas p = 2/3 represents the
KL channel with a strong preference for smaller outer SMAs.
c 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Results

The final merger fraction after averaging over the a0 distribution
Z a0,max
dP
da0
hfm ia0 ≡
fm (a0 ),
(22)
da
0
a0,min
is shown in Table 1 for a number of choices of a0,min , p,
and v̄k,bh . We find that the a0 -averaged fraction is in the
range of hfm ia0 ∈ (0.1%, 1%), and this is potentially in
agreement with the observed rate ratio between GW190814like systems and bNS mergers as measured by LIGO (Abbott
et al. 2020b,a), provided that a significant fraction (more
than ∼ 10%) of the bNS mergers in the Universe originate
from low-metallicity triples.
In the Appendix, we show the Markov-Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) sampling of the posterior for the 8 parameters involved in our model: initial outer SMA a0 , kick on
the bNS system (vk,bns , µ0 ≡ cos θ0 , φ0 ), orbital phase ψ
when bNS merger occurs, and kick on the remnant BH
(vk,bh , µ ≡ cos θ, φ). The case shown in Fig. B2 is for flat
prior in log a0 or p = 0 in eq. (20). We see that most 2ndgeneration bBH mergers occur in the cases of very tight
outer orbit a0 . a few AU and when the kick on the remnant
BH is either in the opposite direction of the orbital velocity
near µ ' −1 or close to the orbital plane near φ ' 0 (or π)
so as to cancel the pre-kick orbital angular momentum. The
“GW loss cone” is shaped like a flying saucer, as shown in
Fig. 2. For the vast majority of our cases that will undergo a
2nd-generation merger, the delay time wrt. the bNS merger
time is near 10 Gyr and only a very small fraction have short
delay time td  10 Gyr. These short-delay-time cases correspond to very small post-BH-kick angular momentum or
pericenter distance rp0 .
Analogous to the “loss cone” picture in tidal disruption events (e.g., Stone et al. 2020), the probability of
reaching below certain pericenter distance rp0 is given by
dP/d log rp0 ∝ rp0 . Since the GW merger time, or the delay
07/2
time, scales as td ∝ rp , we find the delay time distribution
to be
dP
2/7
∝ td ,
d log td

(23)

which means that there are a lot more long-delay-time
cases than the “standard” delay time distribution that is
flat in log td . This is consistent with our hypothesis that
GW190814-like systems come from old, low-metallicity stellar population. On the short-delay end of the distribution,
we find the fraction with delay time . 100 yr to be roughly
10−16/7 ' 5 × 10−3 , which means that it is possible but
highly unlikely to observe “double mergers” where bNS and
then bBH mergers are detected in quick succession (see
Veske et al. 2020, for preliminary searches).
When the frequency of GWs from the bBH system
reaches fGW = 10 Hz (the edge of LIGO band), the orbit
is almost circular with eccentricity em  1 and the SMA at
this time is given by (Wen 2003)

1/3
G(M + m)
−2/3
am '
' 9.7 × 10−6 fGW,10Hz AU, (24)
(πfGW )2
for M = 20M and m = 2.6M . The “merger eccentricity”
when the system enters the LIGO band can be estimated by
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Table 1. The fraction (%) of bNS systems that undergo a 2nd-generation merger, averaging over the power-law distribution of the outer
SMA a0 (eq. 20) before the birth of the second NS. We fix the mass of the two BHs to be M = 20M and m = 2.6M . In our fiducial
case, the median kick amplitude on the bNS system at the birth of the second NS is v̄k,bns = 20 km/s. The values in parentheses are for
the results from v̄k,bns = 10 km/s (for weak kicks), which show that the NS formation kicks do not significantly affect our final results.
For different choices of outer SMA distributions (minimum SMA a0,min and power-law index p) and median kick amplitudes v̄k,bh for
the remnant BH, we find the fraction of 2nd-generation mergers to be in the range from 0.1% to 1%. This is potentially in agreement
with the observed volumetric rate ratio between GW190814-like systems and bNS mergers, provided that a significant fraction (more
than ∼ 10%) of the bNS mergers in the Universe originate from low-metallicity triples.

a0,min

p

0.3 AU

1 AU

fraction of 2nd-generation merger hfm ia0 (%)
v̄k,bh = 50 km/s

v̄k,bh = 100 km/s

v̄k,bh = 150 km/s

0
0.5
2/3

0.19 (0.15)
0.3 (0.19)
0.33 (0.23)

0.49 (0.45)
0.90 (0.71)
1.0 (0.98)

0.58 (0.67)
1.3 (1.1)
1.5 (1.6)

0
0.5
2/3

0.13 (0.12)
0.22 (0.15)
0.24 (0.19)

0.18 (0.22)
0.34 (0.32)
0.39 (0.44)

0.17 (0.23)
0.33 (0.35)
0.38 (0.50)

em ' (am /1.76rp0 )19/12 in the limit em  1 (Peters 1964).
Thus, we obtain the merger eccentricity distribution to be
dP
∝ e−12/19
,
m
d log em

(25)

for em  1. We find that the majority of the bBH
merger cases in our model have eccentricities em ' 3 ×
−19/18
10−6 fGW,10Hz , and only a small fraction of the order 10−3
of them will have em & 0.1 in the LIGO band. However, future GW detectors such as LISA (Amaro-Seoane et al. 2017)
and TianQin (Luo et al. 2016; Mei et al. 2020) will likely detect GW190814-like sources at much lower frequencies a long
time tGW before the merger, where
−8/3

tGW ' 2.2 × 102 yr (M/6M )−5/3 fGW,10mHz ,

(26)

M = (M m)3/5 /(M + m)1/5 ' 6M is the chirp mass
of GW190814 (Abbott et al. 2020a) and fGW,10mHz =
fGW /10 mHz is the GW frequency. At much lower frequencies, we estimate that 90% (or 10%) of GW190814−19/18
like events have eccentricity of e & 2 × 10−3 fGW,10mHz (or
−19/18

e & 0.1fGW,10mHz ). This is quite promising because LISA
may be sensitive to eccentricities as low as 10−3 (Nishizawa
et al. 2016).

4

DISCUSSION AND PREDICTIONS

In this section, we first discuss the biggest concern of our
model: do current observations allow a large fraction of bNS
mergers to come from low-metallicity triples? After addressing this potential concern, we provide a number of predictions that will be useful to test our model in the future.
4.1

Fraction of bNS mergers in low-metallicity
triples

We have shown that, in hierarchical bNS-BH triple systems,
the fraction of the bNS merger remnants that undergo a
2nd-generation merger with the tertiary BH within a Hubble time is in the range from 0.1% to 1%. For comparison, the observed volumetric rate ratio between GW190814-

like systems and bNS mergers is in the range 0.06% to 3%
(90% confidence interval) as inferred from LIGO observations. Therefore, our model can potentially explain the rate
of GW190814-like systems provided that a significant fraction (more than ∼ 10%) of bNS mergers in the Universe
occur in triples that are born at low metallicity.
It is perhaps counter-intuitive, but such a large fraction of bNS mergers in triples is in fact allowed by current
observations, despite the fact that none of the known bNS
systems in our Milky Way have a massive tertiary.
The known Galactic bNS systems in the field (i.e., not
in globular clusters) are produced by high-metallicity stellar
population from which the generation of very massive BHs
& 20M is highly suppressed. We know that more than half
of the massive main-sequence binaries in the Milky Way have
a tertiary (Sana et al. 2014). Thus, many of the Galactic bNS
systems should have had a tertiary at the beginning of their
evolution, and the outer orbits must have been dissociated in
the past. This dissociation is more likely at higher metallicity
because strong wind mass loss of the tertiary tend to widen
the outer orbit and produce a lower mass compact remnant,
and hence it is easier for the outer orbit to be disrupted by
natal kicks.
The Galactic bNS systems are relatively young, with
ages of less than a few tens of Myr (Beniamini & Piran
2019). This immediately implies that a population of systems contributing to bNS mergers, formed early on in the
evolution of our Galaxy, is not expected to be present in
the known (radio-selected) Galactic bNS population. The
observed delay-time distribution of the Galactic bNS population indicates that a large fraction of Galactic bNS merge
within less than a Gyr (Beniamini & Piran 2019). The majority of Galactic bNS were born much further in the past,
when the star formation rate in the Galaxy was higher (Majewski 1993). The combination of short merger time and
declining formation rate suggests a declining rate of bNS
mergers in the Galaxy (Beniamini et al. 2016a). Indeed, this
is also consistent with the declining deposition rate of rprocess elements9 in the solar neighborhood as inferred from
9

We should note that bNS mergers are not the only possible
c 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

4.2

Predictions of our model

Our model provides a number of testable predictions.
(1) The spin of the secondary in all GW190814-like systems should be 0.6–0.7 (González et al. 2007; Dietrich et al.
2017), because the majority of the angular momentum of
the bNS system at merger is retained by the remnant BH.
The posterior from modeling the LIGO waveform (Abbott
et al. 2020a) only constrains the spin of the secondary of
GW190814 to be 0.53 ± 0.3 at 68% confidence (see Fig. A1),
but a more accurate spin measurement may be possible for
higher signal-noise-ratio events in the future. According to
our model, the secondary spin may be randomly oriented if
the inner binary was driven to merge by the Kozai-Lidov
mechanism, or preferentially aligned with the orbital angular momentum if the inner orbit was brought into alignment
with the outer orbit by mass transfer when the tertiary fills
source of r-process elements. Other rare core-collapse events, such
as the formation of rapidly rotating strongly magnetized neutron
stars (Mösta et al. 2018) or “collapsars” responsible for longduration gamma-ray bursts (Siegel et al. 2019), may also be responsible for r-process enrichment at low metallicity in the early
Universe.
c 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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abundance ratios in radioactive isotopes (Wallner et al. 2015;
Hotokezaka et al. 2015), as well as with the declining rate
of short gamma-ray bursts at low redshift (Wanderman &
Piran 2015). A declining rate of bNS mergers is consistent
with the possibility of having additional formation channels
of systems leading to bNS mergers at low metallicity, such
as the one considered in this work. Indeed, if the overall rate
of bNS forming at those early times was larger, the required
fraction of systems involving a massive tertiary would be
lower than the value of ftriple implied by directly comparing
the merger rates R190814 and Rbns in the local Universe.
Observations of r-process materials in a fraction of
ultra-faint dwarf (UFD) galaxies (Ji et al. 2016a,b; Roederer et al. 2016) indicate that the enrichment events happened at a rate of about once every 103 core-collapse supernovae and within the first Gyr after the star formation (Beniamini et al. 2016b). If we assume bNS mergers dominate
the production of r-process elements (as indicated by many
independent lines of evidence, e.g., Hotokezaka et al. 2018),
then a potential problem is that the kick imparted on the
center of mass of the bNS systems from the birth of either
NSs may unbind a large fraction of them from the UFDs,
which have typical escape speed of about 15 km s−1 . Beniamini et al. (2016a) have shown that for the distribution of
center of mass kicks as inferred from the Galactic bNS population (consisting of a number of ultra-striped supernovae
with small kicks and little mass ejection), a fraction & 0.5
of bNS systems are expected to remain confined and merge
even in an UFD. Nonetheless, it is interesting to note that
the scenario proposed in this work, will make confinement
even easier. The existence of a massive tertiary, implies that
the kick on the center of mass of the entire triple system is
reduced by a factor of ∼ 10. This could lead to high r-process
enrichment even in the most metal poor stars in UFD galaxies — a signal that could be searched for once more complete
abundance data from UFDs becomes available.

170817

GW190814

6
4
2
0

2.6

2.8

3.0
m [M ¯ ]
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3.4

Figure 5. Comparison between the secondary mass of GW190814
(black-solid line) and the total masses of known bNS systems,
including the ones in the Milky Way (grey histogram), GW170817
(green-shaded region, 2.73+0.04
at 90% confidence interval),
−0.01 M
and GW190425 (cyan-solid line). The Galactic bNS systems are
divided into two groups: the “merging” ones (grey-solid line) with
GW inspiral time less than a Hubble time and the “non-merging”
ones (red-dashed line) with longer inspiral time. The posteriors for
the total mass of GW170817 (Abbott et al. 2019a) or GW190425
(Abbott et al. 2020b) are based on low-spin prior of χ < 0.05,
because rapidly spinning NSs should have spun down during GW
inspiral and also the Galactic bNS population all have low spins
(Zhu et al. 2018). Under the hypothesis that the secondary of
GW190814 was a bNS merger remnant, the total mass of the
pre-merger bNS system was slightly larger than shown in the
black-solid line, because GWs, neutrinos, and baryonic ejecta lost
during the bNS merger reduced the total mass by 0.1M . ∆m .
0.3M . We also show in a black-dotted line the distribution of the
inferred total mass of the pre-merger bNS system by assuming a
mass loss of ∆m = 0.2M in the merger process.

its Roche lobe (which could happen when the tertiary was
in the core He burning stage).
(2) The component mass distribution of all LIGO detected sources should have a narrow peak between 2.5
and ∼3.5M as given by the total masses of the Galactic bNS systems and known bNS mergers (GW170817 and
GW190425), provided that stellar evolution do not generate
such BHs in the “mass gap.” In Fig. 5, we show that the
secondary mass of GW190814 is indeed similar to the total
masses of known bNS systems, which supports the hypothesis that the secondary of GW190814 was a bNS merger remnant. We note that, even if the core-collapse pathway can
generate mass-gap BHs, the triple scenario proposed in this
work can still contribute a subset of GW190814-like events
with unique secondary-mass distribution.
(3) We estimate that 90% (or 10%) of GW190814-like
−19/18
events have eccentricity of e & 2 × 10−3 fGW,10mHz (or &
−19/18

0.1fGW,10mHz ), which may be detectable by LISA/TianQin.
(4) A significant fraction (& 10%) of bNS mergers should
have signatures of a massive tertiary at a distance of about 1
AU in the GW waveform. The GW signal from the merging
bNS system becomes observable when the frequency crosses
the lower edge of the detector’s frequency range fmin =
−8/3
fmin,Hz Hz at t(fmin ) ' 5.4 d fmin,Hz before the merger,
where we have taken a fiducial chirp mass of M = 1.2M
in eq. (26). Gravity from the tertiary causes an accelera-
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tion of the line-of-sight velocity of the bNS center of mass
v̇los ∼ GM/a2 , where M is the mass of the tertiary (≈ the
total mass) and a is the SMA of the outer orbit. The acceleration over the merger time t causes a non-linear cumulative
Doppler phase variation in the GW waveform (Yunes et al.
2011; Meiron et al. 2017)
∆Φ ∼

M/20M −13/3
v̇los t2 fmin
∼ 102 rad
fmin,Hz .
c
a2AU

(27)

We see that perturbation on the GW waveform from a
M = 20M tertiary at a distance of a = 1 AU will be
negligible for LIGO, since ∆Φ  1 rad for fmin = 10 Hz.
However, detection of such a tertiary will be possible for
future low-frequency (f . 1 Hz) space-based observatories
such as LISA (Amaro-Seoane et al. 2017), DECIGO (Sato
et al. 2017), TianGO (Kuns et al. 2019), and TianQin (Mei
et al. 2020).
(5) Since the delay-time distribution for the 2ndgeneration merger is dominated by the cases with td ∼
10 Gyr (eq. 23), the volumetric rate inferred from GW190814
constrains the number of bNS systems with a massive BH
tertiary in our Galaxy: R190814 × 10 Gyr/nMW & 103 , where
R190814 > 1 Gpc−3 yr−1 (at 95% C.L., Abbott et al. 2020a)
and nMW ∼ 107 Gpc−3 is the number density of Milky Waylike galaxies. In our model, roughly 1% (or less) of the bNSBH triples produce 2nd-generation mergers, so we conclude
that the true number of bNS systems with a BH tertiary10 in
the Milky Way is of the order of 105 . These NSs are no longer
active in radio emission due to their old age, since they were
formed in low metallicity environment in the distant past.
One can also estimate that about 105 × 1 Myr/10 Gyr ∼ 10
bNS systems will have merger time of 1 Myr or less (or GW
frequency higher than about 1 mHz). Such systems will be
detectable by LISA/TianQin (Lau et al. 2020), and the existence of a possible massive tertiary will be easy to unveil. It
is also possible to detect the bNS-BH or the subsequent bBH
systems by microlensing (see e.g., Wyrzykowski & Mandel
2020).

5

SUMMARY

We have proposed a model for the formation of the mysterious event GW190814 with component masses of 23M
and 2.6M , based on the idea of a 2nd-generation merger.
Motivated by the fact that the mass of the secondary is very
similar to the typical total mass of known bNS systems, we
hypothesize that the secondary (most likely a low-mass BH)
was made from a bNS merger, which was initially in a hierarchical triple with a massive tertiary BH. If the outer
orbit is sufficiently tight at the time of bNS merger, then
the bNS-merger remnant has a non-negligible probability to
coalesce with the massive BH as a result of the natal kick
imparted on the remnant in the bNS merger process. We calculated this probability in detail and found that about 0.1%
to 1% of bNS mergers occurring in triples may give rise to
a 2nd-generation merger. This is potentially in agreement
10

Based on the delay-time distribution of the observed population of Galactic bNS systems, Beniamini & Piran (2019) inferred
the number of bNS systems (without a tertiary) in the Milky Way
to be only slightly larger, on the order of 3 × 105 .

with the observed ratio 0.06% < β ≡ R190814 /Rbns < 3%
(90% confidence interval) between the rates of GW190814like events and bNS mergers, provided that a significant fraction, & 10%, of bNS mergers occur in triple systems with
outer SMA less than a few AU.
We suggest that these systems are from triples of massive stars formed at low metallicity (perhaps . 0.1Z ) many
Gyrs ago when the Universe was less metal-enriched. This
is because massive stars near solar metallicity typically do
not make BHs as heavy as the primary in GW190814, as
demonstrated by empirical BH mass distribution in X-ray
binaries (e.g., Özel et al. 2010) as well as stellar evolution
models (e.g., Belczynski et al. 2016). Due to reduced wind
mass loss during stellar evolution, low-metallicity triples retain a large fraction of the original total mass and hence
experience less orbital expansion than high-metallicity systems. Thus, their outer orbits stay tight, which facilitates
2nd-generation mergers, because the probability of having
2nd-generation mergers generally decreases with the outer
SMA. High-metallicity triples typically undergo significant
orbital expansion due to strong mass loss and then may be
easily disrupted by the natal kicks at the formation of the
compact remnants (Rodriguez & Antonini 2018).
We argue that a significant fraction (& 10%) of bNS
mergers having occurred in triples is in fact allowed by current observations, despite the fact that none of the Galactic
bNS systems has a massive tertiary. This is mainly based on
two considerations. First, nearly all massive main-sequence
stars are observed to be in multiple systems, and the average number of companions per system is about 2 (Sana
et al. 2014). This is likely true at low metallicity as well,
because the multiplicity fraction typically increases towards
lower metallicity (Moe et al. 2019). Second, multiple lines
of evidence (based on e.g., r-process abundance ratios and
the redshift evolution of short gamma ray bursts) suggest
that the rate of both bNS formation and merger has significantly declined over the evolution of our Galaxy. This leaves
room for additional formation pathways for bNS mergers at
low metallicity, such as the triple channel considered in this
work. Even a relatively small fraction of bNS mergers occurring in triples in the distant past can produce a sufficiently
large ratio between the rate of 2nd-generation bBH mergers
today and the current rate of bNS mergers.
Our model provides many predictions and hence can be
tested/falsified in the near future by looking for the following
signatures:
(1) The spin of the secondary in GW190814-like systems is
0.6–0.7.
(2) The mass distribution of the secondary component of
a large LIGO-source sample should have a narrow peak between 2.5 and ∼3.5M as given by the total mass of the
known bNS systems, i.e., about half of the “mass gap”, from
∼3.5 to ∼5M , will stay empty (provided that stellar evolution do not generate such BHs).
(3) About 90% (or 10%) of GW190814-like events will have
eccentricities of e & 2 × 10−3 (or & 0.1) near GW frequency
of 10 mHz, which may be detectable by LISA/TianQin.
(4) A significant fraction (& 10%) of bNS mergers should
have signatures of a massive tertiary at a distance of a few
AU in the gravitational waveform, which may be detected at
c 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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low frequencies (fGW . 1 Hz) by LISA, DECIGO, TianGO,
and TianQin.
(5) There are 105 undetected radio-quiet bNS systems with
a massive BH tertiary in the Milky Way, and about 10 of
them will have merger time of 1 Myr or less and are detectable by LISA/TianQin when the modulation of the outer
orbit is taken into account.
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APPENDIX A: SPIN OF THE GW190814
SECONDARY
We show the marginalized posterior for the magnitude of the
dimensionless spin a2 of the GW190814 secondary in Fig.
A1. Although the current constraints are not very strong,
our model-predicted range of a2 ∼ 0.6–0.7 is slightly favored. A more accurate spin measurement may be possible
for higher signal-noise-ratio events in the future, which will
provide a crucial test of our model.

APPENDIX B: MARKOV-CHAIN MONTE
CARLO SIMULATION
We carry out Markov-Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations11 to obtain the posterior distribution for all 8 parameters in our model that give rise to 2nd-generation bBH
merger within 10 Gyr. From the MCMC samples, it is
straightforward to calculate the marginalized distribution of
any relevant quantity. In Fig. B1, we show the distributions
of the eccentricities when the peak GW frequency reaches
10 mHz and 10 Hz, as well as the distribution of GW merger
time right after the capture of the remnant BH from the
bNS merger. The full MCMC posterior is shown in Fig. B2
(see the caption for the parameter used for the case).

11

We used the emcee Python package (Foreman-Mackey et al.
2013)
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Figure B1. Upper panel : The PDF (dP/d log em ) for the
“merger eccentricity” em at two different GW frequencies fGW =
10 mHz (red-dashed line, for LISA/TianQin) and fGW = 10 Hz
(black-solid line, for LIGO). The peak near em ≈ 1 is due to
the fact that, in a small fraction of cases, the orbital angular frequency near the pericenter is already near or above the detector
frequencies (fGW ) right after the bNS merger. We computed the
GW-driven orbital evolution using eq. (5.11) of Peters (1964) and
then em (fGW ) from eq. (37) of Wen (2003). For fGW = 10 mHz,
90% (or 10%) of the cases have em & 2×10−3 (or em & 9×10−2 ).
Lower panel : The PDF (dP/d log tGW [yr]) for the GW merger
time right after the capture of the remnant BH. The maximum
merger time considered is 10 Gyr. Only 0.4% of the cases have
tGW < 100 yr.
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Figure B2. The posterior distribution for the parameters that give rise to 2nd-generation bBH merger within a Hubble time, including
initial outer SMA a0 [AU], kick on the bNS system (vk,bns [km/s], µ0 ≡ cos θ0 , φ0 [rad]), orbital phase angle ψ[rad] when bNS merger
occurs, and kick on the remnant BH (vk,bh [km/s], µ ≡ cos θ, φ[rad]). We adopt flat priors in −0.5 < loga0 [AU] < 2 (corresponding to
p = 0 in eq. 20), −1 < µ0 < 1, 0 < φ0 < π/2 (from symmetry), −1 < µ < 1, 0 < φ < π (from symmetry). The priors for the two kick
amplitudes vk,bns and vk,bh are log-normal distribution with standard deviation of 0.3 dex in log space, centered at v̄k,bns = 20 km/s
and v̄k,bh = 100 km/s, respectively. The prior for orbital phase angle ψ is given by eq. (18), which corresponds to a uniform distribution
in time. We obtain the posterior from the Bayesian theorem with likelihood function equal to 1 if the merger time tGW < 10 Gyr
and 0 otherwise. We fix the two BH masses as M = 20 and m = 2.6M . This figure was generated with the corner Python package
(Foreman-Mackey 2016).
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